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Abstract
Fuzzy distance is applied on data analysis,
classification, and product positioning analysis widely.
In this paper, We introduce a fuzzy distance by using
graded mean integration representation of generalized
fuzzy number and the span of fuzzy number, We also
discuss the distance of the linguistic data of “greater
or less than x” and “about x”. It is reasonable to say
“the fuzzy distance of about 3 and about 7 is about 4
not 4.”
Keywords: Fuzzy Number, Graded mean integration
Representation, Fuzzy Distance, Distance.

1. Introduction
In most of cases in our life, the data obtained for
decision making are only approximately known. In
1965, Zadeh [8] introduced the concept of fuzzy set
theory to meet those problems. In 1978, Dubois and
Prade defined any of the fuzzy numbers as a fuzzy
subset of the real line. Fuzzy numbers allow us to
make the mathematical model of linguistic variable or
fuzzy environment.
In 1992, Liu [7] discussed three concepts of
distance measures (normal distance, -distance, sub-distance) of fuzzy sets.
In 1991, Kaufmann et al. [6] considered a distance
measure of two fuzzy numbers combined by the
interval of α-cuts of fuzzy numbers. In 1997, Heilpern
[5] proposed three definitions of the distance between
two fuzzy numbers. These include that mean distance
method is generated by expect values of fuzzy
numbers, distance method is combined by a
Minkowski distance and the h-levels of the closed
intervals of fuzzy numbers, and geometrical distance
method is based on the geometrical operation of
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers All of them use real
number to calculate the distance. In this paper, the
fuzzy distance between two trapezoidal fuzzy numbers
is measured by using graded mean integration
representation [2,3,4] and the span of fuzzy number.

2. Representation of generalized
fuzzy number
In general, a generalized fuzzy number A is described
as any fuzzy subset of the real line R, whose
membership function µ A satisfies the following
conditions.
(1) µA is a continuous mapping from R to the
closed interval [0, 1],
(2) µA(x)=0, -∞ < x ≤ c,
(3) µA(x)=L(x) is strictly increasing on [c, a],
(4) µA(x)=w, a ≤ x ≤ b,
(5) µA(x)=R(x) is strictly decreasing on [b, d],
(6) µA(x)=0, d ≤ x < ∞,
where 0<w≤1, a, b, c, and d are real numbers. We
denote this type of generalized fuzzy number as A= (c,
a, b, d; w) LR. When w=1, we denote this type of
generalized fuzzy number as A= (c, a, b, d)LR. When
L(x) and R(x) are straight line, Then A is a trapezoidal
fuzzy number, we denote it as (c, a , b , d).
In 1998, Chen and Hsieh [2,3,4] propose graded
mean integration representation for representing
generalized fuzzy number. Now we describe graded
mean integration representation (GMIR) as follows.
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Suppose L and R are inverse functions of
functions L and R, respectively, and the graded mean
h-level value of generalized fuzzy number A= (c, a, b,
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d; w)LR is h[L (h) + R (h)]/2 as Figure 1. Then the
graded mean integration representation of generalized
fuzzy number based on the integral value of graded
mean h-levels is
P(A) =
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where h is between 0 and w, 0<w≤1.
Generalized trapezoidal fuzzy number and
generalized triangular fuzzy number are denoted as (c,
a, b, d; w) and (c, a, d; w) respectively. Chen and
Hsieh [2,3,4] already find the general formulae of the
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Fig. 1. The graded mean integration of a generalized fuzzy number A= (c, a, b, d; w)LR.

representation of generalized trapezoidal fuzzy number,
or generalized triangular fuzzy number as follows.
Suppose A = (c, a, b, d; w) is a trapezoidal fuzzy
number. Since,
L(x) = w( x ! c ),
a!c

and R(x) = w( x ! d ),
b!d

then

c ≤ x ≤ a,

ci=︱P(A)-P(B)︱+si, i=1,2,3,4;
then the fuzzy distance of A,B is C=(c1, c2, c3 c4) .
Example 1:Assume A(greater or less than 3)=(1, 2, 4,
5), B(greater or less than 7)=(5, 6, 8, 9) then
s1=-2, s2=-1., s3=1. s4=2. Therefore.
c1=2,c2=3, c3=5, c4=6; So the fuzzy distance of A, B is
C=(2, 3, 5, 6), We can say C as greater or less than 4.

b ≤ x ≤ d,
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L (h) = c + (a − c)h / w, 0 ≤ h ≤ w,
-1

R (h) = d − (d − b)h / w, 0 ≤ h ≤ w,
and

L-1 (h) + R -1 (h) c + d + (a - c - d + b)h/w
=
.
2
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By formula (1), the graded mean integration
representation of A is
P(A) =
=
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.
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Generalized triangular fuzzy number Y = (c, a, d;
w) is a special case of generalized trapezoidal fuzzy
number when b=a. Then replacing b by a in formula
(2), the graded mean integration representation of Y
becomes
P(Y) =

c + 4a + d
.
6

(3)

3. The fuzzy distance
Definition: Let A=(a1, a2, a3 a4), B=(b1, b2, b3 b4) be
two trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, and their Graded mean
integration representation are P(A), P(B) respectively.
Assume
si = (ai -P(A)+ bi –P(B))/2, i=1,2,3,4;

B

Fig. 2. The shape of fuzzy numbers A and B.
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Note: From the above example, we can say the fuzzy
distance of greater or less than 3 and greater or less
than 7 is greater or less than 4.
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In general, Let the linguistic data “greater or less than
x” be transferred to symmetry trapezoidal fuzzy
number as
A=((1-a%)x, (1-b%)x, (1+b%)x, (1+a%)x),
Where a, b are nonnegative real numbers and a b..
.
Property 1: Let trapezoidal fuzzy number A as “greater
or less than x”, and B as “greater or less than y”. Then
the fuzzy distance of A and B is “greater or less than ︱
x - y︱”.
Proof: Let
A=((1-a%)x, (1-b%)x, (1+b%), (1+a%)x), B=((1-c%)y,
(1-d%)y, (1+d%)y, (1+c%)y.)
Then the GMIR of A and B are x and y.
s1=((1-a%)x-x+(1-c%)y-y)/2

=-(a%x+c%y)/2,

d(A, B) =

s2=((1-b%)x-x+(1-d%)y-y)/2
s3=((1+b%)x-x+(1+d%)y-y)/2

Therefore

p = %.
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for p = %.
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c2 =︱x – y︱-(b%x+d%y)/2,

(

c3 =︱x – y︱+(b%x+d%y)/2,
c4 =︱x – y︱+(a%x+c%y)/2.
Let e%=((a%x+c%y)/2)/( ︱x – y︱),
f%=((b%x+d%y)/2)/( ︱x – y︱).
Then C=((1-e%) ︱ x – y ︱ , (1-f%) ︱ x – y ︱ ,
(1+f%)︱x – y︱, (1+e%)︱x – y︱), That is greater or
less than ︱x – y︱.
Remark: The triangle fuzzy number ”about x” can
be denote as ((1-a%)x, x, x, (1+a%)x). Then the fuzzy
distance of “about x” and “about y” can be found as
“about ︱x – y︱”.

4. Comparison
Generalized triangular fuzzy number Y = (c, a, d; w) is
a special case of generalized trapezoidal fuzzy number
when b=a. Then replacing b by a in formula (2), the
graded mean integration representation of Y becomes
Now, we study some different distance measures
of fuzzy numbers in [1, 4, 5, 6, 7] as follows.
In 1991, Kaufmann et al. have discussed a distance
measure of fuzzy numbers as
(4)

where [aL(α), aR(α)] and [bL(α), bR(α)] are the closed
interval of α-cuts of fuzzy number A and B.
In 1997, Heilpern defined three distance
measures as follows. First, the mean distance is
σ(A, B) = | EV(A) − EV(B) |,

1 ' p < %,

δp(C, D) =

c1 =︱x – y︱-(a%x+c%y)/2,

(|aL(α)−bL(α)|+|aR(α)−bR(α)| ) dα,

(6)

Third, the geometrical distance between two
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers is

=(a%x+c%y)/2.
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where Ah=[aL(h),aR(h)] and Bh=[bL(h), bR(h)] is the closed
interval of h-level of fuzzy number A and B, and
dP(Ah, Bh) =

=-(b%x+d%y)/2,

d(A, B)=

!

(5)

where EV(A) and EV(B) are the expected value of
fuzzy number A and B respectively.
Second, the distance measure generated by a
Minkowski distance is

(7)

where C = (c1, c2, c3, c4) and D = (d1, d2, d3, d4) are two
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.
In 1998 Chen and Hsieh have define the distance
of two LR type fuzzy numbers as following:
Let A and B be two LR type fuzzy numbers and
P(A), P(B) are GMIR of A and B respectively. Then
the distance of A and B defined as ︳P(A)-P(B)︳.
All of the above methods are using real numbers to
calculate the distance, but this new method uses fuzzy
number to measure the distance of two trapezoidal
fuzzy numbers. The new method is more fixed the
institute meaning. For example the distance of greater
or less than 6 and greater or less than 8 is greater or
less than 2 in new method. In the above methods the
distance become a real number. Such as the distance
use GMIR method then the distance becomes 2.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce the fuzzy distance of two
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. After comparing our
method with several different distance methods, we can
find that our new method looks more suitable. Our
new method of fuzzy distance not only can treat n
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, but also do not change the
results of fuzzy distance values after increase (or
decrease) a trapezoidal fuzzy number into (from)
original trapezoidal fuzzy numbers group. Finally, the
property of fuzzy distance of greater or less than x is
proved.
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